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Software dynamic pricing by an optimization 
deterministic model in a monopolistic market
Rashid Mesbah1*  

Abstract: This paper develops an optimization model for pricing a monopolis-
tic application software in the presence of piracy. The purpose is raising revenue 
produced by product’s sale with determining prices in a price skimming strategy 
and minimizing amount of piracy. The model is a multifunctional price skimming 
optimization with simplex method which accompanied by a deterministic method 
for calculating time intervals of each segment. A linear function is used to describe 
demand of each segment. In addition, a linear piracy function is proposed to make 
piracy a dynamic parameter. The model has the ability to apply penetration pricing 
and controlling market share. Rough estimates of Windows 7 sale’s parameters are 
used to apply in the model. Optimizing case of Windows 7 is resulted in 7.3 percent 
increase in revenue while value of net market share is virtually constant. Therefore, 
the developed model demonstrates its competence in optimizing revenue by deter-
mining prices with presence of piracy. Results of the research show that to tackle 
piracy, range of price skimming must be decreased in a way that highest price need 
to be intensely reduced while lowest one must be slightly reduced. The benefit of 
using this strategy, is incurring lowest revenue loss due to piracy. The Effects of an 
escalation in piracy on proposed optimization model include increase in number of 
sale, demand, selling portion, market share, and decrease in price, price difference 
between segments, and revenue.
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1. Introduction
Software industry has some unique characteristics. It is more international in nature than any other 
industry. Software can be developed by distributed teams working almost anywhere in the world, 
and sold over the Internet in seconds, at negligible cost which is the reason of near zero marginal 
cost of an additional copy (Buxmann & Hess, 2012).

Availability of software in low price for customers dims amount of piracy. This is attributable to the fact 
that the most common reason for pirating software is the high cost of legal software (Cheng, Sims, & 
Teegen, 1997). Price skimming increases availability of software in low price; therefore, it can address the 
need for lowering piracy number. It should mention that price skimming can only be used in a monopo-
listic market (Khouja, Hadzikadic, Rajagopalan, & Tsay, 2008). Price skimming is used for software due to 
several reasons. First, regarding to its nature it has a decreasing value until it gets zero price due to losing 
compatibility (Buxmann & Hess, 2012). Second, it rises the penetration rate of product. Third, it boosts 
number of users by network effect. Forth, skimming helps to implement a value base pricing (Lehmann 
& Buxmann, 2009). There is a tradeoff between sale and margin in each segment of a skimming method 
(Khouja et al., 2008). Skimming raises margin and piracy reduces sale and compresses price range of 
skimming. This tradeoff has been addressed by an optimization model in the current study.

Chopra and Meindl (2010) gives a multifunctional price skimming model to identify the appropri-
ate price for each customer segment for implementing differential pricing. This model encompassed 
inventory and is not directly useful for software. However, the idea is used in the current study for 
describing demand of heterogeneous customers. Although not prevalent and with many limitations, 
there are several papers which are dedicated to pricing of information goods in presence of piracy. 
Liu, Cheng, Tang, and Eryarsoy (2010) presents multi-period software pricing model with a price 
skimming strategy which can be solved by exhaustive search. Revenue is decreased in each period 
by multiplying revenue and a multiplier which is not dependent on price and therefore the model is 
not practical. Kogan, Ozinci, and Perlman (2013) consider a monopolistic producer offering software 
that is updated periodically; however, by the end of the first period, a pirated version is available at 
a transaction cost. The author has tried to give pricing model to reduce amount of piracy by using 
algebra and analytical solution. Waters (2013) in his paper presents an information good pricing 
model with heterogeneous consumers. In the Waters’s research, although numerical computations 
are calculated for software, model is generally presented for digital goods. Moreover, it does not 
consider specifications of market, sale and product which is resulted in a vague, unaimed model. 
Assumptions of the model are too limitative. Identical to other similar researches, waters have failed 
to put forward a practical model as a constant price decrease for sections is considered. There is not 
an optimization price skimming model for applications software in the literature. Available models 
in literature have used mathematical methods including analytical solution, and exhaustive search 
but not simplex. In addition, limitative assumptions make models far from reality. Furthermore, they 
are intricate and complex which are difficult to use. Common models for tangible goods cannot be 
used for software because they are based on inventory. Therefore, a practical model which be able 
to properly describe the real situation of market is required.

The objective of the study is presenting a deterministic price skimming model for software with 
existence of piracy in order to maximize revenue by determining prices in a dynamic situation of 
market. Furthermore, obtaining time interval of customer’s pricing segments.

In the current research, a monopolistic market is selected due to the fact that dynamic pricing is 
only applicable on monopolistic market. Customers are strategic. Purchasing license of application is 
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considered in this research. By this choice, product is perishable, durable and therefore there is a fi-
nite sale horizon. In fact, we face with a finite-population model that assumes a random process 
without replacement. There is a finite (possibly random) number of customers with heterogeneous 
willingness to pay values. Windows 7 is used as the case study. Strategy of minimum toleration for 
piracy is chosen as it is suggested in the literature (Lahiri, 2012).

2. Method
Revenue management often relies on the premise that different customers are willing to pay differ-
ent amounts for a product (Talluri & Van Ryzin, 2005). This bring concept of segmentation to mind. 
Customers are segmented into groups with similar preferences and price responses. We assume 
that number of segments in a market and demand function of each segment is given. It is must be 
noticed that every segment have unique demand function which describes characteristics of its at-
tributed segment. It means that demand is known for every given price and segment. In the price 
skimming technique, customers with inelastic demand are satisfied first followed by elastic demand 
at the end of product lifecycle. Therefore, the first function has highest elasticity and it decreases as 

Figure 1. Comparing demand 
functions of 4 segments.
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we go toward the last function. An assumption is taken that there is not loss in demand and by that 
unfulfilled demand of one segment is shifted to the next segment. It is because of the fact that 
customers may postpone their order to get the lower prices.

Four common demand functions (logit, log-linear, constant elasticity, linear) are examined to ap-
ply in price skimming model. Linear function is determined as a plausible function to use. A sche-
matic sketch is depicted in Figure 1 to show the change of elasticity, demand, and price during 
successive periods. Four functions for four segments are shown. Rectangulars show highest revenue 
that can be skimmed from each segment. P1, P2, P3, P4 are price finite optimizers and d1, d2, d3, d4, 
are demand finite optimizers. b is gradient of demand curves. And t shows time intervals of periods. 
The more the gradient, the more the sensitivity to price. Therefore, the first segment have the high-
est price which reduces gradually toward the last segment. This method of segmentation is used for 
describing a heterogeneous customer demand. Based on that an optimization model is developed. 
Then pricing of Windows 7 is carried out by solving the model by the Excel Solver.

3. Theory and calculation
In this section, a deterministic, dynamic model is represented for determining optimum prices in 
dynamic situation of bazar. Time intervals between every two successive prices are obtained by de-
terministic method. Talluri and Van Ryzin (2005) supports using deterministic method in his well-
known book “Revenue management”. He states that “The solution produced by the deterministic 
dynamic-pricing problem is a reasonably good heuristic for the stochastic-pricing problem. 
Numerically, it performs well, and theoretically it can be shown to be asymptotically optimal for 
problems with large demand volumes (Talluri & Van Ryzin, 2005).” Such properties provide support 
for using deterministic models as a reliable solution for pricing problems.

Piracy and penetration rates are two prominent factors which considered in this model. They are 
explained in detail with regard to their effect on price and demand of segments.

Variables of model are introduced as follow.

C minimum percentage of price difference which is allowed between two successive segment’s prices

i counter of segments

Ki percentage of piracy as a function of pi

α number of customers arriving in one month

�̄� average number of demand in a time unit

di number of customers which buy with price of pi or pirate

Pi price of segment i

bi gradient of function i

d0i minimum penetration of segment i

ti time interval of period i

Ai total demand for segment i

D Expected demand

R total revenue

Ri revenue of segment i

D0 minimum penetration limit

P0 price finite optimizer 

d0 demand finite optimizer

p0 a price in which piracy is zero

si number of sold software licenses

yi amount of piracy in segment i
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Objective function of model is R =
∑n

1 pisi =
∑n

1 pidi(1 − ki) which is sum of multiplying price and 
sale of each segment. When equations of price and demand are plugged into objective function 
Equation (4.1) is gained. Demand function of segment i is defined by di = Ai − Bipi and percentage of 
piracy for segment i is given by ki = l

(

pi − p0
)

, k ∈ [0, 1].

subject to:

 

Lowest market share constraint:

Highest market share constraint:

Minimum price difference constraint:

 

Minimum penetration constraint for segment i:

 

when di and �̄�i (average number of customers arrived in a time unit) are available, time interval of 
period i can be calculated by ti =

di

�̄�i

.

The optimization model gives maximum total revenue with finding optimum amounts of demand 
and price for each segment. In fact, revenue of each segment becomes maximized and revenue loss 
due to piracy becomes minimized. Model can be solved with nonlinear optimization algorithms like 
GRG in excel solver. Amount of piracy is produced by a linear piracy function which gives a different 
percentage of piracy to each segment based on a given price. Therefore, each segment gets a speci-
fied amount of revenue loss due to piracy.

3.1. Model’s constraints
There must be a lowest market share constraint (

∑n

1 di ≥ D0) in case of requiring a penetration pric-
ing strategy. Total demand of product must be more than a minimum desired share of market (D0). If 
it is needed, model brings the price lower to raise demand and prevents demand to be lower than D0.

Highest market share constraint 
∑n

1 di ≤ D can be used in several instances. It can be used if there 
is a forecasted or expected demand. Another case is when software’s vendor want to limit the total 
number of sales for a version of product.

Dedicated prices to segments make the segments different from each other. As the result, prices 
must be different enough to make customers to treat according to their specified segments and 
consequently the segments be meaningful. Therefore, Minimum price difference constraint 
(

pi−pi+1

pi
≥ c

)

 is considered to keep the prices in meaningful distances. The constant C can be attained 
by previous pricing experiences and marketing studies.

(1)maxR =

n
∑

1

pi (Ai − Bipi) [1 − l(pi − p0)]

(2)di , pi ≥ 0

(3)
n
∑

1

di ≥ D0

(4)
n
∑

1

di ≤ D

(5)
pi − pi+1
pi

≥ c

(6)di ≥ d0i
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Minimum penetration constraint for segment i (di ≥ d0i) gives ability to producer to control pene-
tration rate in every segment. It is particularly useful when producer wants to push to make a ver-
sion of its application penetrate market in the start of a product release and also to decrease share 
of previous versions.

This optimization model gives maximum total revenue with finding optimum amounts of demand 
and price for each segment. As a result, revenue of each segment becomes maximized and revenue 
loss due to piracy becomes minimized. Model is nonlinear and can be solved with nonlinear optimi-
zation algorithms like GRG in excel solver. Amount of piracy is produced by a linear piracy function 
which gives a different percentage of piracy to every segment based on a given price. Therefore, 
each segment gets a specified amount of revenue loss due to piracy.

3.2. Piracy function
Piracy is dependent to price and demand. Due to difference of price in each segment amount of pi-
racy also differ. In order to describe dependency of price and piracy volume a linear function is sug-
gested in which percentage of piracy is a function of price. Equation of the function is 
k(p) = l

(

p − p0
)

, k ∈ [0, 1]. In that l is gradient of piracy function, p0 is a price in which piracy is 
zero, and k is percentage of piracy.

Windows 7 is chosen for analysis due to availability of data and being a successful product which 
its lifecycle is virtually completed. In addition, windows has a monopolistic market since 91 percent 
of personal computers (PCs) run windows as their operating system. Data include nonofficial aver-
age prices of different Windows 7’s editions including Home Premium, business and ultimate in each 
segment (arstechnica.com, 2009), number of PCs sold every year (gartner.com, 2015; statisticbrain.
com, 2015), approximate number of Windows 7 sold (Gruener, 2011; LeBlanc, 2010; statista.com, 
2014; Thurrott, 2011; Warren, 2012; Whittaker, 2012), life cycle of Windows 7 (microsoft.com, 2014). 
Table 1 represents these data in a time span of 50 months that is from October 2009 until December 
2013. Retail Windows 7 end of sale is October 31, 2013. Despite the fact that Windows 7’s number 
of sale for 2014 is not published yet, its life span was almost finished in 2013 because its retail sale 
was ended.

Bold numbers in Table 1 are informal estimations of cumulative number of Windows 7’s license 
sold which can be found in the Internet. Other numbers in that column are calculated by 
(bn − am)∕(n −m) + am = am+1, n > m. am and bn are two successive bold numbers and n and m 
are attributed month numbers of am and bn. In the Table 1 different segments are separated by dif-
ferent colors. Table 2 gives the results of calculations on the data of Table 1. Calculated piracy rate 
for each segment (k) and piracy percentage of windows 7 are also added to Table 2.

Table 3 represents net market share of Windows 7 from sold PCs after launch of Windows 7. Net 
market share is used instead of market share because number of PCs produced before launch of 
Windows 7 does not have contribution in both solving the model and comparison of important por-
tions. Furthermore, it makes calculation complicated. Net market share and other market analysis 
parameters are defined in following.

•  Net market share is defined as summation of sold Windows 7’s and pirated ones divided by sold 
PCs after Windows 7 launch.

•  Selling portion is number of sold Windows 7 divided by number of sold PCs.

•  Percentage of piracy in number is gained by 
∑n

1 kidi∕
∑n

1 di

•  Piracy loss is gained by 
∑n

1 Riki

•  Percentage of piracy loss is gained by 
∑n

1 Riki∕
∑n

1 Ri

•  Revenue is gained by 
∑n

1 pisi
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Table 1. Microsoft Windows 7 and PC sales information (sale numbers are in million)
m Month Price ($) Cumulative 

number of 
license sold 

in million

Monthly win 
sale

Monthly pc 
sale

Number of 
PCs sold in 
each year 

October-09

1 November-09 273 16.66 16.66 25.50  

2 December-09 273 33.32 16.66 25.50 306

3 January-10 273 49.98 16.66 28.85  

4 February-10 273 66.64 16.66 28.85  

5 March-10 273 83.3 16.66 28.85  

6 April-10 273 100 16.7 28.85  

7 May-10 220 125 25 28.85  

8 June-10 220 150 25 28.85  

9 July-10 220 175 25 28.85  

10 August-10 220 197.5 22.5 28.85  

11 September-10 220 220 22.5 28.85  

12 October-10 220 240 20 28.85  

13 November-10 220 260 20 28.85  

14 December-10 220 280 20 28.85 346.2

15 January-11 220 300 20 29.6  

16 February-11 220 320 20 29.6  

17 March-11 220 340 20 29.6  

18 April-11 220 360 20 29.6  

19 May-11 220 380 20 29.6  

20 June-11 220 400 20 29.6  

21 July-11 220 412.5 12.5 29.6  

22 August-11 190 425 12.5 29.6  

23 September-11 190 437.5 12.5 29.6  

24 October-11 190 450 12.5 29.6  

25 November-11 190 487.5 37.5 29.6  

26 December-11 190 525 37.5 29.6 355.2

27 January-12 190 537.5 12.5 28.4  

28 February-12 190 550 12.5 28.4  

29 March-12 190 562.5 12.5 28.4  

30 April-12 190 575 12.5 28.4  

31 May-12 190 587.5 12.5 28.4  

32 June-12 190 600 12.5 28.4  

33 July-12 190 630 30 28.4  

34 August-12 190 643.33 13.33 28.4  

35 Sepember-12 190 656.66 13.33 28.4  

36 October-12 190 670 13.34 28.4  

37 November-12 190 683.33 13.33 28.4  

38 December-12 190 696.66 13.33 28.4 341.263

39 January-13 160 709.53 12.87 24.7

(Continued)
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3.3. Building demand functions
Based on demand and price of Windows 7, four demand functions must be built for four segments. 
It needs to calculate parameters of linear functions which are A and b.

A is gained by following formula:

 

which pci is number of PCs produced in segment i. Following equations give amount of di:

(7)Ai+1 = Ai − di + pci+1

m Month Price ($) Cumulative 
number of 

license sold 
in million

Monthly win 
sale

Monthly pc 
sale

Number of 
PCs sold in 
each year 

40 February-13 160 722.4 12.87 24.7

41 March-13 160 735.27 12.87 24.7

42 April-13 160 748.14 12.87 24.7

43 May-13 160 761.01 12.87 24.7

44 June-13 160 773.88 12.87 24.7

45 July-13 160 786.75 12.87 24.7

46 August-13 160 799.62 12.87 24.7

47 September-13 160 812.49 12.87 24.7

48 October-13 160 825.36 12.87 24.7

49 November-13 160 838.23 12.87 24.7

50 December-13 160 851.1 12.87 24.7 296.131

Total 1389.8

Table 1. (Continued)

Table 2. Market parameters
i Price Si Length of 

segments
Average 

monthly sale
Owners of 
Windows 7 

(di)

Ki Window 7 
piracy (%)

1 273 100 6 16.67 159.6533313 0.373642885 28

2 220 312.5 15 20.83 427.5611808 0.29834603

3 190 284.16 17 16.72 398.5893213 0.255725168

4 160 154.44 12 12.87 196.2648943 0.213104307

Table 3. Market analysis of Windows 7
Net market share 0.851

Selling portion 0.612

Piracy (%) 28.0

Revenue loss due to piracy 50391684382

Revenue loss due to piracy (%) 28.4

Rev 1.77126E + 11$
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 From Equations (7) and (10) we have: Ai + 1 = Ai − si − yi + pci + 1.

In order to ensure that optimization model gives correct answer, optimum values of demand and 
price are gained by arithmetic microeconomic techniques and comprised with answer of optimiza-
tion model in Section 3.6. It can be done just for a case without parameter of piracy. Therefore, val-
ues of A and b should be calculated for demand functions with and without piracy.

If piracy is zero, then Ai can be achieved by Ai + 1 = Ai − si + pci + 1. Values of Ai is represented in Table 4. 
Remnant is number of people who don’t buy windows in each segment. Since we have strategic 
customers, Remnant’s number must be add to number of customers in the next segment. Proceeding 
formula gives value of Remnant in hand.

 

Remi is number of people in segment i who neither buy nor pirate. In Table 4, piracy is zero and rem-
nant is gained by Remi = Ai − si.

Remi in Table 5 is calculated by Equation (11). Ai can be also calculated by embedding di from 
Equations (7) to (8). Then following equation can be get:

 

From Equations (8) and (9) yi can be gained; yi =
kisi

1−ki
.

In Table 6, b is gradient of linear function when there is not piracy. This is calculated by following 
equations:

(8)di =
si

1 − ki

(9)di =
yi
ki

(10)
di = si + yi

(11)Remi = Ai − si − yi

(12)Ai+1 = Ai −
si

1 − ki
+ pci+1

Table 4. Without piracy (numbers are in million)
i pci Remnant Ai

1 166.4 66.4 166.4

2 438 125.5 563.5

3 489.263 205.103 694.366

4 296.131 141.691 437.822

Table 5. With piracy (numbers are in million)
i pci yi Remnant Ai

1 166.4 59.65333129 6.746668706 166.4

2 438 127.5611808 4.685487925 444.7466687

3 489.263 101.9293213 107.8591666 493.9484879

4 296.1 41.82489428 207.7252723 403.9901666
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Table 7 depicts demand functions which describe treatment of customers of Microsoft Windows 7. 
Gradient of functions are gained by (di−Ai )×10

6

pi
.

Piracy function is introduced by k(pi) = l
(

pi − p0
)

, k ∈ [0, 1]. p0 is assumed 10 $.

Piracy of Windows 7 is 28%. The way which 28% is attained is explained in following. Consider 
(1389.8 × 0.91 − (851.1 + 60))∕(1389.8 × 0.91) ≃ 0.28. Approximately 91% of PCs are ran by 
windows, so number of windows driven PCs in considered period of this research is result of multiply-
ing number of produced PCs (1389.8) by 0.91. Based on Table 1, estimated number of sold Windows 
7 licenses is 851.1 million. It is roughly estimated that in 2013 around 60 million license of Windows 
8 which do not include upgrade to Windows 8 from Windows 7, are sold. Therefore, number of pi-
rated Windows 7 is gained by 1389.8 × 0.91 − (851.1 + 60). Number of windows vista and xp sold in 
the period is considered zero. Finally, percentage of piracy is number of pirated Windows 7 divided 
by number of windows driven PCs.

For building linear piracy function of Windows 7 amount of l must be calculated. It is done by find-
ing l in following formula.

Demand of Windows 7 which is defined by total number of sold and pirated windows is 
∑

di = 851.1∕(1 − 0.28) = 1182.083. As a result, l can be gained by 1182.083 = 100/
(1 − 263 l) + 300/(1 − 210 l) + 296.66/(1 − 180 l) + 154.44/(1 − 150 l). Solving the equation in the 
MATLAB results in = 0.001420695. Thereby, percentage piracy function for Windows 7 is obtained as 
ki = 0.001420695(pi − 10).

3.4. Solving the case study via revenue optimization model
Table 8 is indicated data resulted from solving the case with demand and piracy functions which 
have been presented so far. Microsoft Excel solver is used to maximize revenue of sailing Windows 
7. Furthermore, since model is nonlinear, GRG algorithm is chosen which uses simplex method to 
solve nonlinear problems.

(13)b =
Δd

Δp
=

(si − Ai) × 10
6

Pi

(14)
∑

di =
∑ si

1 − l(pi − p0)

Table 6. Demand functions without piracy
Ai bi Functions
166400000 −243223.44 d

1
= 166400000 − 243223.44p

1

563500000 −1140909.1 d
2
= 563500000 − 1140909.1p

2

694366000 −2158978.9 d
3
= 694366000 − 2158978.9p

3

437822000 −1771137.5 d
4
= 437822000 − 1771137.5p

4

Table 7. Demand functions with piracy
Ai bi Functions
166400000 −24713.07218 d

1
= 166400000 − 24713.07218p

1

444746668.7 −78115.8542 d
2
= 444746668.7 − 78115.8542p

2

493948487.9 −501890.3506 d
3
= 493948487.9 − 501890.3506p

3

403990166.6 −1298282.952 d
4
= 403990166.6 − 1298282.952p

4
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Several fix parameters are used which they consist of D0, p0, d0i, C. These parameters are intro-
duced in continue. D0 = 0.18 pcs is lowest market share which is selected for Windows 7. It is be-
cause of the fact that between all the windows, lowest market share which is acquired by windows 
Vista is 18% (w3schools.com, 2015). d0i = 0.1 pcsi is minimum penetration rate for segment i. 0.1 is 
chosen because minimum market share of Windows 7 between all PLC stages is 0.1 (w3schools.com, 
2015). C is minimum percentage of price difference which is allowed between two successive seg-
ment’s prices. For Windows 7 minimum price difference is between segments 2 and 3, so value of C 
is obtained by (220 − 190)/220 = 0.136.

Deterministic optimization model for obtaining optimum prices and revenue is represented below. 
For that numbers which have been obtained for variables are plugged in Equation (1) until (6).

Subject to:

In calculating piracy loss, it is assumed that if there is not piracy in segment i, di is sold at price pi. 
Therefore, with existence of piracy yi is lost with price of pi.

3.5. Deterministic time intervals
Time interval of periods are obtained by ti = di∕�̄�i in Table 9. �i  is average monthly demand for seg-
ment i which is gained by dividing di by duration of segment i in month. Note that time intervals 
cannot be calculate by si. Because piracy and sale take happen simultaneously during time. Average 
monthly demands and length of segments for Windows 7 are available in Table 2.

3.6. Validation of the model
Validation of model is done by comparing the results of the optimization model with results of micro-
economic techniques. Moreover, results of solved Microsoft case are compared with other papers.

maxR =

4
∑

1

pi [1 − 0.001420695 (pi − 10)]
(

166400000 − 24713.07218p1
)

(

444746668.7 − 78115.8542p2
)(

493948487.9 − 501890.3506p3
)

(

403990166.6 − 1298282.952p4
)

di , pi ≥ 0

4
∑

1

di ≥ 0.18 × 1389.794 × 10
6

di ≥ 0.1pci

pi − pi+1
pi

≥ 0.136

Table 9. Deterministic time intervals
i di �

i
ti (month)

1 157.07 26.60888855 5.90

2 418.80 28.50407872 14.69

3 357.21 23.44643067 15.24

4 228.67 16.35540786 13.98

sum (month) 49.82

sum (year) 4.15
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There is an arithmetic solution to obtain optimum prices and revenue of linear demand functions. 
Although that cannot be used to solve a model which contains piracy, it gives a way to show pre-
sented model is matched with current proved mathematical solutions.

Linear demand function has a finite price optimizer p0 = a/2b and a finite demand optimizer 
d0 = a/2 (Talluri & Van Ryzin, 2005). Consequently, it gives maximum revenue as max R = a2/4b.  
Table 10 contains results of applying above formulas. Column p% shows segments’ price difference 
which all are more than 0.136 and acceptable. Values of bi and Ai are brought from Table 6.

Table 11 indicates prices and revenue calculated by optimization model below.

As it can be seen the results of calculation with both solutions are exactly the same. Therefore, it 
verifies correctness of model when piracy is zero.

3.6.1. Compressing price range by piracy
When we draw an analogy between the results of presented model which are computed by different 
amounts of piracy it can be seen that piracy compresses price range of price skimming strategy. For 
showing that, a percentage piracy function of ki = 0.0014

(

pi − 10
)

 is assumed and model is solved 
with optimization objective function of (16). Results are shown in Table 12 which in comparison with 
Table 11 has smaller price range. Furthermore, the more the piracy, the less the price difference 
between segments. Price ranges in Tables 11 and 12 are 218 and 123 respectively. Thus, deference 
of their price range is 218 − 123 = 95. The same result is gotten by James Waters (2013) while he try 
to pricing information goods in 2013. He reported that piracy compressed price reduction plan.

(15)
maxR =

4
∑

1

pi
(

166400000 − 243223p1
)(

563500000 − 1140909p2
)

(

694366000 − 2158978p3
)(

437822000 − 1771137p4
)

Table 10. Microeconomic solution results
p (%) i bi Ai p0 = Ai/2bi d0 = Ai/2 Rev

1 −243223.4432 1.66E + 08 342.0722892 83200000 2.85E + 10

28 2 −1140909.091 5.64E + 08 246.9521912 281750000 9.80E + 10

35 3 −2158978.947 6.94E + 08 160.8088863 347183000 1.54E + 11

23 4 −1771137.5 4.38E + 08 123.5990994 218911000 1.81E + 11

Table 11. Model results
p (%) Segment Price Demand Rev

1 342.072289 8.32E + 07 2.846E + 10

28 2 246.952192 2.82E + 08 6.958E + 10

35 3 160.808887 3.47E + 08 5.583E + 10

23 4 123.5991 2.19E + 08 2.706E + 10

5 0

Summation 931043998 1.809E + 11

max Z 1.8093E + 11

Market parameter

Piracy loss 0

Piracy (%) 0

Selling portion 0.67

Price range 218.4732
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4. Results and discussion
Table 13 depicts a comparison of market parameters between data of Windows 7’s case and the 
results of the optimization model. Revenue and market share are important parameters of selling 
software which are compared in Tables 13 and 14. As can be seen in Table 13 net market share of 
model remains almost the same, and produced revenue of selling Windows 7 (Table 14) is increased 
7.3% by the optimization model. This illustrates effectiveness and profitability of using the model for 
pricing a monopolistic software. Piracy rises by 4% while revenue loss due to piracy is increased by 
43.6%. It implies that optimized state is to have more prices and consequently more piracy for first 
segments while low price and piracy for last segments. It is described in detail for each segment in 
the next section. Additionally, selling portion is decreased by 10% but this parameter is trivial. The 
data in Tables 13 and 14 can be found in Tables 3 and 8.

Tables 15 and 16 demonstrate values of p, d, s, k and y for all segments which are obtained by 
model and real case. Thereafter, for every parameter a chart is provided to comprise and show dif-
ferences of optimized state with current state.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate Windows 7’s sale and piracy values of model vs. case for each segment. 
It can be seen that model suggests higher prices and consequently lower sale for first three seg-
ments and lower price and higher sale for the fourth segment. Moreover, piracy is kept higher for first 
three segments by model than what case values are. Hence, it can be deducted that revenue loss 
due to piracy is mostly related to first segments which have higher prices and piracy rates.  

Table 12. Compressed prices
p (%) Segment Price Demand Rev k

1 234.4513 1.09E + 08 2.56E + 10 0.314232

18 2 192.4169 3.44E + 08 6.62E + 10 0.255384

28 3 139.1153 3.94E + 08 5.48E + 10 0.180761

20 4 111.2627 2.41E + 08 2.68E + 10 0.141768

5 0

Summation 1.09E + 09 1.73E + 11

max Z 1.35E + 11

Market parameter

Piracy loss 3.87E + 10

Piracy (%) 28.692

Selling portion 0.78

Price range 123.1886

Table 13. Market analysis of Windows 7
Case Model results

Net market share 0.851 0.84

Selling portion 0.612 0.51

Piracy (%) 28.0 32

Revenue loss due to piracy 50391684382 136294040012.8

Revenue loss due to piracy (%) 28.4 72

Table 14. Revenue
Model rev Current rev Rise (%) Difference

Deterministic 1.90103E + 11 1.77126E + 11 7.3 1.3E + 10
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Figure 3 shows that highest numbers of piracy are for second and third segments which have high-
est demands and accordingly highest duration of sale.

Figure 4 presents demand values of model and case. As it is apparent both demand curves have 
the same trend. Demand of the third and fourth segments are modified by model in which the third 
demand becomes lower and the fourth one becomes higher.

Table 15. Optimized variables
pi di Si Ki Yi Ri

377.42 157.07 75.08 0.52 81.99 28337.473

332.13 418.80 227.14 0.46 191.66 75439.296

272.45 357.21 224.02 0.37 133.19 61034.025

135.04 228.67 188.05 0.18 40.62 25394.034

Table 16. Current variables
pi di Si Ki Yi Ri

273 159.65 100 0.373642885 59.65 27300

220 427.56 312.5 0.29834603 127.56 68750

190 398.59 284.16 0.255725168 101.93 56365.4

160 196.26 154.44 0.213104307 41.82 24710.4

Figure 2. Windows 7’s sale 
values of model and case.

Figure 3. Windows 7’s piracy 
values of model’s results and 
case.
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Main variable of the model is price which other variables are depend on. In fact, with changing 
price other variables like demand, piracy, sale, and revenue are able to be controlled. Figure 5 shows 
Windows 7’s price real values vs. optimized values. Optimization model suggests a more aggressive 
price skimming model with higher prices for first three segments and lower price for the last one. As 
a consequence of direct dependency of piracy to price, Figure 6 presents curves of piracy percentage 
which resemble price curves.

Figure 4. Windows 7’s demand 
values in model’s results and 
real case.

Figure 5. Windows 7’s price 
values of optimization model 
and real case.

Figure 6. Windows 7’s piracy 
percentage of model’s results 
and case.
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Figure 7 shows the fact that the optimization model brings up revenue of all segments. Most rise 
in revenue is for segments 2 and 3 which also have highest demands.

Table 17 illustrates a comparison between time interval values of segments for the case and the 
model. Moreover, periods of Windows 7 case are close to results of the model for first two segments 
but the optimization model decreases 2 months from the third segment and increase duration of 
the forth segment by 2 months due to higher number of demand. The data in Table 17 can be found 
in Tables 2 and 9.

Effects of an escalation in piracy on the proposed optimization model is examined by solving 
model by different l multipliers of piracy function. Results are shown in Table 18. It causes increase 
in the number of sale, demand, selling portion, market share but decrease in price, price difference 
between segments, and revenue.

This research makes many significant contributions to software pricing. First, presenting an opti-
mization model which gives a universal extremum of decision variable on hand. Before this there 
was not optimization model for pricing software. Other researchers suggest mathematical models 
which are complex and have to be solved by exhaustive search or heuristic methods. As we know, 

Figure 7. Windows 7’s revenue 
of model’s results and case.

Table 18. Effects of an escalation in piracy on market parameters
l Price Price range Revenue Number of 

sale
Demand Selling 

portion
Market 
share

13 378 241 2.0296E + 11 7.12E + 08 1.15E + 09 0.512 0.826

14.2 347 212 1.9051E + 11 7.13E + 08 1.16E + 09 0.513 0.836

15 329 196 1.8321E + 11 7.14E + 08 1.17E + 09 0.514 0.842

16 310 178 1.7484E + 11 7.15E + 08 1.18E + 09 0.515 0.849

Table 17. Time intervals of segments
i Case’s time intervals Model’s deterministic time intervals
1 6 5.90

2 15 14.69

3 17 15.24

4 12 13.98

sum (month) 50 49.82

sum (year) 4.166667 4.15
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these techniques give local extremum which they are not certainly an optimum answer. Furthermore, 
while other models are complex, they have limitative assumptions in a way that make them far from 
reality. Second, the model is sensible due to nonlimitative assumptions. In the current model, cus-
tomers are assumed to be strategic in a way that if they don’t possess product in a period, they will 
be shifted to the next one. Additionally, demand, piracy, price, time intervals and sale are considered 
as dynamic variables while in the literature only price assumed to be dynamic and duration of peri-
ods, demand, and piracy percentage assumed as fixed variables. Third, the proposed model intro-
duced an idea of demand base time intervals in which producer can understand number of months 
that they need to offer a specific price to market. The optimum duration of product life cycle (PLC) 
can be specified by the method. Fourth, the model use a multi-functional price skimming for pricing 
software. In one hand, this have not been used so far for the purpose of software pricing. In the 
other hand, it gives the possibility to clearly define the market situation and customer treatment in 
each stage of PLC. Fifth, obtaining close prices for successive segments is a famous deficits of price 
skimming in microeconomic. This model resolves the problem with a minimum price difference con-
straints which can control distance between segments’ prices to be meaningful for the customers 
and can prevent decrease in the number of segments by merging of segments. It should be noted 
that decreasing number of segments reduces amount of revenue.

In the research, microeconomic factors of market and product are clearly determined. This is a 
positive point against other researches which offer a vague targeted market and product for their 
model and also they lack proper microeconomic and market analysis. At the end, the model has 
ability to control market share by using penetration pricing strategy.

5. Conclusion
This paper presents an optimization model for pricing a monopolistic application software. The pur-
poses are both maximizing revenue produced by product sale and minimizing amount of piracy with 
determining prices in a price skimming strategy. Optimizing case of Windows 7 is resulted in 7.3 
percent increase in revenue while value of net market share is virtually constant. Therefore, the cre-
ated model demonstrates its competence in optimizing revenue in the presence of piracy.

Results indicate that to contend with piracy some changes in segments’ prices are necessary. In 
comparison to prices in absence of piracy, range of price skimming must be decreased in a way that 
the highest price needs to be decreased substantially and lowest one must be slightly decreased. 
The compression of price range was expected inasmuch as the same result was reached by Waters 
(2013) when he tried to price information goods. By using this strategy we will have the lowest loss 
in revenue due to piracy. The result of analysis of escalating piracy on proposed model comprise in-
crease in number of sale, demand, selling portion, market share, but decrease in price, price differ-
ence between segments, and revenue.
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